by Mary T. Rasa

Sarah Patterson Johnson
circa 1890. Courtesy of Patterson family

aving worked for the National Park Service at Sandy Hook for
seven years, I changed positions from Park Ranger to Museum
Curator. With this maritime history in my mind I set out to do
my first temporary exhibit. I now had the keys to the museum collection
with its 30,000 objects and over one hundred boxes of archeology. This
included lighthouse area archeology that was recently boxed up but was
not yet processed. I could look at everything and decide what would
make a nice exhibit.
My first thought was a search in the museum database using the
word ‘lighthouse.” The things I knew that were in the collection
appeared, including insignia, patches, a uniform hat, paintings,
photographs and some physical pieces that had been removed during
restorations. Then the word “letters” popped out—and I had no idea
what this was referring to. I located the box and brought it to the
research desk. It was marked with the catalog number and:
“Correspondence, Sarah Johnson.”
So, began the mystery.
Today, most people know Sandy Hook for its ocean-side recreations.
Yet this northernmost point of New Jersey’s 127 miles of ocean beaches
has been an important landmark for mariners for almost 250 years. With
shipwrecks and loss of life a reality, the Sandy Hook Lighthouse was
built to protect the shipping interests of New York merchants. A lottery
was held to raise funds for the construction of the octagonal with seven
foot thick walls at its base. On June 11, 1764 it was first lit.
The site proved of critical strategic importance during the American
Revolution. British occupation of the site meant they controlled New
York Harbor for most of the war. If the Americans couldn’t capture the
lighthouse, they were willing to destroy it to keep it from the enemy. In
June of 1776, Americans under the command of Lieutenant Colonel
Tupper fired artillery at the tower, but were unsuccessful and the British
maintained control.
On August 17, 1789, one of the first acts of the newly formed United
States Government was to federally control all existing lighthouses and
appropriated funds for maintaining and building new structures. This
was managed closely by the Secretary of the Treasury until 1820 when
it became too large for the office and was assigned to the Treasury
Department’s 5th Auditor. In 1852, the lighthouses were placed under the
control of the Lighthouse Board and became a professionally managed
organization. In 1883, uniforms were required for all male keepers. In
1910, it was renamed the United States Lighthouse Service and in 1939,
became part of the Coast Guard.
Another maritime service was the United States Life-saving Service
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Sandy Hook Lighthouse circa
1884. The current keepers
quarters is seen and also some
remnants of the previous one to
the left of it. Courtesy of Gateway NRA/NPS

which began in 1849 with eight unmanned stations along the Jersey
shore, including one at Sandy Hook. These were started because loss
of life was becoming more and more common along our nation’s
coasts. These original eight stations were supplied with life-saving
equipment and were treated like a volunteer fire company. This did
not work well because of the remoteness of most stations from local
towns. The number of stations grew over the years but it was not until
Congress passed legislation in 1871 that a full time paid keeper and six
surfmen, later increased to eight, worked each station. This became a
uniformed service and was officially named the United States Lifesaving Service in 1878. Along the New Jersey coastline there were 40
stations spaced three miles apart from the northernmost two on Sandy
Hook to the southernmost at Cape May. The U.S.L.S.S. became the
Coast Guard in 1915.
Obviously there was no electricity to power the light in the early
days, so someone had to maintain the oil-burning lamps every day
throughout the year, no matter the weather—indeed, when it was at its
worst is when keeping the lamp lit was most crucial. The lighthouse
keeper and assistants’ main duties included lighting the lights at sunset
and extinguishing them at sunrise for the main tower and the other
towers on the hook. At some point, the duties were broken up and there
was a keeper and assistant at the Sandy Hook Light and West Beacon
and another for the North Hook beacon. They were also responsible for
the care, upkeep and cleaning of the tower and grounds. Most keepers
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The Fresnel lens, invented by
Augustin-Jean Fresnel, bends
light into more of a beam, allowing
it to be seen farther - a definite
plus for a lighthouse.

Oil painting by Franklin Patterson,
son of Keeper circa 1883. Both
the new and old quarters are
standing. Also visible are
chickens, pigs and cows.
Courtesy of Gateway NRA/NPS

kept a garden and raised pigs, chickens, and cows to feed themselves on
remote locations such as Sandy Hook. From the archeology completed
on the grounds at Sandy Hook in 2000, pig jaws and many types of shell
fish were found suggesting that their diet included these sources of
protein.
The biggest improvement to the Sandy Hook Lighthouse came in
1857 when the tower was fitted with a 3rd order Fresnel lens. This lens,
with its beehive like glass, focused the light better than the previous
system of lamps and reflectors. It could now be seen much further out
to sea. It was during the Civil War in 1863, that work was completed to
strengthen the tower by adding a brick lining on the interior and
replacing the staircase with cast iron stairs. In the 1870s, kerosene was
used as the illuminant and remained until the light was finally
electrified. The biggest change to the landscape occurred in 1883 when
the 5th and current Keeper’s Quarters was constructed to replace the
earlier one.
And, as I was about to learn from her letters that, among those
tasked with keeping the lamp at Sandy Hook lit, was a little-known
woman lighthouse keeper.
I put on my white gloves and opened up a box that was jam-packed
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Lighthouse Keeper Charles W.
Patterson circa 1880. Courtesy of
Patterson family.

with envelopes, letters, and newspaper clippings. This was a time
consuming process to open each envelope and carefully flatten them. I
also decided to properly store each letter in an archival enclosure. The
letters were a lady’s correspondence from the 1860s to around 1900.
There were also letters that she received from friends and family
members from places like Boston, West Virginia, but most of them were
from Turkey, New Jersey. I checked the internet for Turkey, New Jersey.
Back in 2002, this was done using a dial up internet connection which
took time. I could not find anything. I had no idea what these had to do
with the lighthouse. So back to the museum database to see who
donated the items and if there was any more information. I got a name
of the donor. It was with the last name of Patterson, with an address in
Freehold, but no telephone number. I had at least found a starting place.
I looked in the telephone book and found a Patterson in Freehold. After
calling, I discovered that yes, they donated the items. They belonged to
a great aunt who was assistant light keeper. She was the sister of their
great grandfather, the lighthouse keeper.
Now that I had some background on the family—and was excited to
learn that there was a female lighthouse keeper at Sandy Hook—I did
some more research. Over the years, 140 women were officially
appointed lighthouse keeper, while many more were appointed
assistant keepers. Men were issued uniforms, but women were not
allowed to wear them. Untold other women took on the keeper duties
without pay or title by helping their husbands or fathers. Lighthouse
keeper and assistant keeper were two of the few non clerical positions
open to women in the federal government.
I found the history of the Patterson family online. They included
lighthouse keepers, life-saving service surfmen and keepers, soldiers,
and local government officials. I then sought the genealogy researcher
who had posted the information. This member of the Patterson family
invited me to her home which was in in Howell Township. I recently
signed up my first of twenty college interns to start transcribing the
letters. She and I went on field trip and visited with the family who
owns Patterson Greenhouses. They lived in the house where Sarah
Patterson Johnson had grown up and owned until her death. Her
brother, Charles Patterson, had a home down the street that he had built
in 1859. This home was still standing and had recently been restored.
The family was very excited that we were interested in their family’s
story and lent us some photographs, letters and other information. They
also steered me towards more letters that were donated to the
Monmouth County Historical Association. Before leaving the area we
visited the gravesite at the Ardena Baptist Church. This was a very
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Mrs. Johnson's official lighthouse
appointment. Courtesy of Gateway NRA/NPS

exciting day for both my intern and me.
John C. Patterson, Sr. and Sarah Riddle Patterson of Howell
Township, New Jersey had many children who served their county.
Their son, David I. Patterson, was the Sandy Hook
Lighthouse Keeper from 1849 to his death in 1853. When
the Civil War began, brothers Charles W., Austin, Frank,
George W., and John C. Jr. went to enlist in the 14th New
Jersey regiment. Charles was rejected for military service
due to varicose veins.
Charles Wesley Patterson asked for, and was appointed
in 1861, as the Sandy Hook Light Keeper. Charles is listed
not only as lighthouse keeper but also as being the keeper
of the life-saving station from 1858–1871. Charles needed
to step down from the life-saving station when they
needed a full time keeper and remained at the Sandy Hook
Light until 1885. The full time job of life saving keeper
then went to Charles’ brother, and Civil War veteran John
C. Patterson, Jr. He was the keeper and also a surfman at
the Sandy Hook Station #1 from 1871–1882. He later
served at the Avon station.
Charles and his wife, Anker, had five children who lived
with them at Sandy Hook. Son Franklin was a painter and
did a rendition of the Lighthouse area. He later worked at
the Sandy Hook Proving Ground. Trevonian Patterson
was a surfman from 1871–83 and then keeper of the Sandy Hook Station
from 1883 until the Coast Guard creation in 1915. Charles’ son Edwin
was in the Life Saving Service and later the Coast Guard.
Charles’ sister Sarah Patterson was born on February 29, 1832. Sarah
married James L. Johnson in January 1856. Her two children died in
infancy. She was widowed soon thereafter. In 1864, Mrs. Sarah Johnson
was appointed Assistant Keeper of the Sandy Hook Lighthouse with an
annual salary of $360. From reading Sarah’s correspondence she held a
teaching certificate and for many years she was a school teacher for the
army at Sandy Hook. Some of her letters reflect how she was inquiring
about positions from friends and family in more populated areas. One
was an appointment to a position in West Virginia which she never took.
Through her letters it is known that she and her brother and other family
members would travel back and forth between Howell and Sandy Hook.
She was a member of the Ardena Baptist Church in Howell Township.
Her letters present a time capsule noting changes to Sandy Hook.
When she first arrived in 1864, mail to Sandy Hook was addressed
Sandy Hook, Monmouth County, NJ or to the “Fort at Sandy Hook.” This
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Trevonian Patterson, top left with
US Lifesaving Station Crew at
Sandy Hook Station #1.
Courtesy of Patterson Family, circa 1900.

army fort was never completed and had very few soldiers during the
Civil War. By 1874, the old fort was abandoned and a new army
installation, the Sandy Hook Proving Ground, was established. This
weapons testing facility was a much larger operation with more staff and
soldiers. Boats were shuttling between New York and Sandy Hook and
the mail started getting addressed to Sandy Hook, New York Harbor.
One relative explains to Sarah that, “We are anxious for that Railroad to
be completed. [We] think then we can get to Sandy Hook any time of
year. I hope you will come & see us as soon as convenient.” By the time
the last Patterson left, Fort Hancock with its approximately 800 soldiers,
Sandy Hook was more of a small town than a remote outpost.
Charles Patterson wrote the most interesting letter that explains
what life was like in winter at the lighthouse. February of 1875 must
have been a cold one as he said,
Sarah, I thought perhaps a letter from the Hook would be worth
reading . . . at the table Frank and Emma are drawing and making
a noise and Edwin is in the cradle and him and his mother is trying
which can make the most noise a singing. He has just finished seeing
to the lamps for he has to attend to them first. He always holds the
chimney for me. He said tonight that it was Aunt Sarah’s lamp and
to make shine. He turned it out the first time he ever touched it. The
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ice still hangs on tonight. When I lighted the lamps you could not see
any clear water except out to sea . . . The lights have behaved very
well. So far, but I have took the test of love them have a fire every
day. Some days it will melt the ice of the glass and some days it won’t
budge it. There has not a dozen sail vessels went in a week . . . Today
is the first day that Ed has had a run on the sand. He was in great
glee. We had clam chowder for dinner today. . . . you should have
seen him eat. He cleaned out one of them big plates his appetite seems
good. . . . and we are nearly as bad off as Robinson Caruso, but we
have got plenty to eat, except potatoes and they are getting low and
I could sell some if I had them. The Parker town [near Highlands]
folks come down nearly every day. They was down today and got
five loads by cutting holes in the ice and fishing them out in nets. . . .
I guess I will stop as the couple that sits opposite me have quit
drawing and are now playing dominoes and you know what a devil
of a noise they make. There is such a noise I guess I will stop.–CWP
Another letter very telling of life on Sandy Hook was Charles
writing to his sister after returning to the lighthouse in September 1867,
“I had a very nice visit and found things about right when I got home
we have got nice weather now and no mosquitoes to bother us.” Anyone
who has ever visited Sandy Hook in the summer can appreciate the
comment about the mosquitoes.
When Charles Patterson died in 1886, Sarah stepped down from her
position at the lighthouse, but remained on Sandy Hook as the school
teacher until 1898, when the Army sent all civilians off the reservation
because of the Spanish-American War. Here is a little note written to
her by her students for her birthday, February 29, 1892:

Edwin Patterson in US Coast
Guard uniform circa 1915.
Courtesy of Patterson family

Mrs. Johnson,
As your Birthday is today all we scholars thought of surprise you and
wishing you may see many more happy Birthday like this one.
Yours All.
These are all the names that gave something to your present.
Jewel’s Children [Samuel Jewell, the lighthouse keeper’s children]
Brown’s Children
Stanton’s Children [Stanton was also a lighthouse keeper]
Walter’s Children
Duggan’s Children
Dulamote’s Children
Brewer’s Children
Tucker’s Children
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Sarah returned to her home in Howell for the remainder of her life
and died in 1909. In her will, she asked that her correspondence be
destroyed. Lucky for us, her family did not follow her wishes. They tell
a wonderful story of a family devoted to the sea. She was a remarkable
woman serving in both a traditional role as school teacher and a nontraditional role of lighthouse keeper.
While this research began as a way to do a small temporary exhibit,
it became much more than that. It was an exciting endeavor that led to
the history of a hardworking and patriotic family that spent decades
serving on Sandy Hook. Because of this research, the Patterson family
is part of the permanent exhibits at the Sandy Hook Lighthouse and
Sarah Patterson Johnson is included on the New Jersey Women’s
Heritage Trail.
Mary Rasa worked as museum curator and park ranger for the National
Park Service, Gateway National Recreation Area, Sandy Hook, New Jersey
from 1993 to 2009. Mary currently conducts programs on a variety of
military and maritime history topics for local libraries, schools, non-profits
and museums in Harford and Cecil Counties, Maryland.
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